Finding an Author’s H-Index in Scopus

1. Connect to Scopus from the library home page (library.umassmed.edu) or at https://library.umassmed.edu/node/100.

2. In Scopus, on the Author tab, search for the author by entering the last name and first initial of the person you are looking for. You can also search by ORCID number.

3. Identify the correct author from the search results. Scopus search results will return everyone in the database with the name you entered; scan the names to identify the correct author, or use the affiliation filter to refine your results.

4. Select the author to view their author details. This page will give you an overview of the author’s publication history, including publication statistics and a list of publications. The author’s h-index can be found at the top of the right hand column.
5. For more detail, click on “View h-graph” in the h-index box to analyze author output.